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Minutes of the Faculty Affairs Committee 
February 18, 2011 

Present: J. McLean (Chair), C. Adams, J. Allen, L. Argentieri, J. Behrend, A. Lauricella, J. Lewis, P. Liwanag, E. 

Savellos, R. Kahrs,  

Guests: A. Eisenberg, J. Katz, D. Marozas, R. O’Donnell (all members of the Faculty Personnel Committee) and C. 

Long (Provost) 

 

Call to Order 
McLean called the meeting to order at 3:00 pm. 

 

1. Chair’s Report 

 None 
2. Old Business 

 None 
3. New Business 

Order of business for this meeting is Proposed revision to form H 

What follows is the general discussion of the proposed form H with indications as to what groups presented 

questions or discussion, rather than individuals. 

 

Chair: Process now in hands of Provost.  Senate has approved this form. 

FPC reactions: 

 Concern about ratings of “meets/does not meet criteria.”  Criteria should be more explicitly stated. What 
meets expectations in one department might not meet expectations in other departments. 

 May need minimal set of standards and more standardization across college. 

 Wide variety of materials from different departments of concern.  There is real inconsistency between 
department expectations. 

 Having only two rankings makes it more difficult for FPC and provost in their recommendations for 
tenure/promotion.   

FAC comments: 

 Form explicitly assumes a foundation of departmental guidelines. 
FPC: 

 H forms have had a lot of information in them as they stand.  Most departments have put a lot into the 
present H form. 

 Concern that departments may not be willing to say “doesn’t meet expectations.” 

 Current form allows some ability to distinguish between people from same department, even if both 
“meet expectations.” 

FAC:  Do you need to distinguish that greatly between just meets and really goes above and beyond? 

FPC:  Amount of time spent by FPC will depend on the numbers.  Numbers allows FPC to decipher how much time 

needed for any particular case.  Is it clear-cut or is it not so clear cut.  Numbers enables FPC to decide which 

ones need special attention and discussion with the provost.   

FAC:  How are numbers used by FPC? 

FPC: 

 Hours spent on reviewing candidates materials.  Compare the numbers to materials and use it to figure 
out what the numbers mean within that department. 

 The Yes/No would not allow for distinguishing between people as to how well the person fulfills the 
position.  FPC will have to do the work of delving into what that Yes/no really means. 

 Also may bring up legal issues concerning how the FPC “read” the Yes/no of the new H form. 
Provost:  Is continuing appointment a “pass/fail” decision.  Does feel the 10 point scale might not be the most useful 

but does also agree that need more levels of distinction than just yes/no.  If have even a 4 point scale then 

have ability to distinguish a bit more between candidates.  Layers of distinction definitely helps but not 

necessarily using 10 point scale.   

FAC:  Addressing the point that departments may be unwilling to say “does not meet expectations”: final yes/no is 

required even on current form. 
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Provost:  Promotion is only one part.  There is an ongoing evaluation for development of the individual which we 

don’t really have here post-tenure.   

FPC: 

 There is a question as to how all the “meets/doesn’t meet” ratings will summarize into the final part of 
new H form. 

 Numbers and how they are used vary from department to department.  Again, “meet/doesn’t” meet 
doesn’t give the nuances within the department. 

FAC:  In past experience, are the narrations reflective of the scores. 

FPC:  Explanation of the numbers in the narrative usually.  Concern is that with meets/doesn’t meet, will get less 

input from department over how they arrived at the meets/doesn’t meet. 

 

FAC:  Switch to concern that departments are on very different methods of evaluation.  No consistency between 

departments.  Guidelines haven’t really been firmly established/put together/developed by every department. 

Provost: 

 Troubled by too much decision-making done by department, since the decision of continuing 
appointment and promotion really done by the college.  Foundation of expectations should be at the 
college level, and then department expectations are for advisory but not entire basis of decision.  H form 
should reflect college wide expectations and department puts more specifics to those expectations. 

 Department guidelines are not contractual.  College personnel committee works to balance the 
differences between the departments. Don’t want to have a situation where person is hired into 
department X and have to “tow line” of department X whereas colleague in department Y does not have 
to live up to those standards. 

FAC:  Creation of document that is more reflective of a college wide policy is what provost seems to be suggesting.   

Provost:  Where there is lack of clarity is what to count for each category and how much is necessary.  Can’t really 

say that need “two of these and x of those” but could say that expectation of certain amount of scholarly 

activity for instance and that would mean more than 1. 

 

FPC: 

 Only receive form for that year for review.  Have asked to see previous years renewal forms and found 
persons who are obviously barely meeting expectations, but keep getting renewed because of the inflated 
reviews from the department.  To address this, need gradations to distinguish between candidates and 
this form makes it even more difficult. Profile of different areas that would be “flattened” with new form. 

 In recommendations for students going to graduate school, forms have “strongly recommend, 
recommend, weakly recommend” etc. 

Provost: Feedback is necessary up to tenure decision.  New H form does provide for some of this.  Would be helpful 

if there was feedback and way to build feedback into the review process. 

FAC: 

 Limitations of numbers is also worth discussing.  The narrative is the most important part.  The numbers 
are not consistent even for same person from year to year.   Fear is that numbers are not consistent and 
really don’t have any meaning. 

 With graduate school recommendations, we are giving a rating for this person compared to others 
competing for the same spot.  However in the case of review more like scoring a goal.  The goal is scored 
whether the ball is an inch or a yard over the line. 

 We recognize that numbers are useful to helping to decide if the person is “on the line.” 

 A problem is that there are no rules or guidelines for which number is “on the line.” 

 What if there were multiple levels of achievement but no numbers.  Would this be helpful? 
FPC:  May convert to numbers anyhow.  Is the candidate doing a little better job than they have to do? 

FAC:  Suggestion: keep numbers but give solid definitions.  Have something more closely tied to the scale. 

 

4. Adjournment 

 Adjourned at 4:15 pm. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

J. Lewis 
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College Senate Meeting Minutes 
February 22, 2011 

Present 

K. Adabra, L. Abdallah, B. Ahmad, J. Aimers, I. Alam, J. Allen, L. Argentieri, J. Behrend, S.A. Brainard, A Bretl, 

T. Bowersox, S. Chen,  C. Dahl, D. Farthing, K. Gentry, C. Haddad, A. Heap, B. Harrison, K. Hoffman, S. Iyer, J. 

Kernan, J. Kirkwood, M. Klotz, C. Kreutter, C. Leavy, A. Lewis, M. Lima, C. Long, J. Lovett, D. Mackenzie, V. 

Markowski, J. McGarrah, P. McLaughlin, J. McLean, D. McPherson, B. Morgan, L. O’Brien, P. Rault, M. 

Rogachefsky, S. Salmon, E. Savellos, A. Sheldon, T. Sochia, A. Steinhauer, M. Stolee, A. Tajima, L. Taraska, T. 

Underwood.  

 

Guests 
J. Goldberg, E. O’Leary 

 

Call to order 

Called to order at 4:06pm. 

 

Adoption of Agenda 

CSB #6 pp 93 

Motion by Meg Stolee; Seconded  

The agenda was adopted without corrections or additions. 

 

Adoption of Minutes 

Oct 1, 2010 CSB #6 p 73 

Moved by McGarrah (Chem), seconded 

p.75 Under President’s reports should be corrected to read “UB 2020.” 

The Minutes were accepted without further changes 

 

Chair Showers introduced members of SUNY Strategic Plan Implementation Team.  He briefly described charge of 

that team. 

SUNY and the World (Jeremy Grace, Maria Lima) 

o International scholarships and fellowships that SUNY faculty and students are earning.  

o International students enrolled in SUNY- pay out of state tuitions rates. 

o Trying to come to terms in economic impact and international activity, not sure how to measure it, 

but to figure out the dollar amount of activity going on, grants, cooperative agreements, contracts 

with international activity.  

 

J. McLean (Physics)- What measure will be used and where the data will be used and when measurement would be 

taken. 

J. Grace - measured annually going forward. The SUNY report card (how are we doing) 

 

Information Technology (Katie Rommel-Esham) 

o Will discuss the fact that students who transfer from one camps to another, experience different 

interfaces. There is little to no standardization between the way students interface with information 

technology between campuses. 

o Classroom technology SUNY-wide has not been looked at in a systematic way re: standardization 

and so on. 

 

Innovative Instruction (Savi Iyer) 

o How to use technology in instruction in the classroom and graduation rates. 

o To pool technology between SUNY campuses. Innovative instruction to increase graduate rates for under -

represented minorities.  
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o Concierge service- information will be available to students through websites and phone and desktop/laptop 

APPs regarding the availability of research opportunities, courses, and other services on campus--it will tell 

the user what SUNY offers. 

SUNY and a Healthier New York (Melinda DuBois) 

o How to develop healthy students, have campuses that work on healthier habits (eating, promoting physical 

activity and developing a healthier campus workforce) 

o Doing some collaborative work and making SUNY tobacco free. CUNY just became tobacco free a few 

weeks ago. 

o Working on developing programs to establish more health professionals in NY:  nursing, occupational 

therapy, etc. Rigorous programs to encourage the graduates of those programs to stay in NY. 

o Develop something called a “Health policy and practice institute” virtual institute—to collaborate on 

grants, working together to apply for those. To establish best practices for health related programs and to 

share those amongst students. This will be the way we spearhead these ideas and research.   

 

Shared Governance (Dennis Showers) 

o Looking at SUNY’s operations 

o Established that Shared Governance is uneven across the system. Some have none at all. 

o The chancellor is including a shared governance group.  She is backing this group, so the campuses with 

little or none may have leverage to establish shared governance. 

o Looking at getting an inventory of policies and practices across the system and support each other 

 

SUNY and Energy-Smart NY (Dennis Showers) 

o Sustainability- how do we have greener practices, save energy and make SUNY efficient in the use of 

energy and resources. The metrics are easy to get data on, how much energy is the campus or building 

using is available for the SUNY report card. 

o Education function of SUNY and NY. Educating teachers on energy use so they can educate children. 

o Education issues within SUNY, how can every SUNY student encounter sustainability and energy use and 

issues like those in courses for whatever field they enter into.  

 

Budget Task Force -Dr. Levison 

o Resources Allocation Group- trying to look at a new model of allocating resources amongst the universities 

and colleges.  Looking at a performance based funding model. A hybrid type of model- funding based on 

performance indicators for each campus. Also looking at a peer-funding model.  

o Most pressing issues- the distribution of the budget cuts currently $313 million.  Cuts to the hospitals.  The 

funding of administration is currently $12-13 million in state tax dollar support. 

  

Questions:  

D. McPherson (Biology) -What kind of performance indicators did they have in mind? 

 

Dr. Levison- There are two parts of it- one part would be general things (graduation rates, retention, etc) the 

other part may be a list of other possible performance indicators and letting each campus pick 3 or 4.  

Performance on those would somehow lead to how the funding would come to the campus. They keep telling us 

it is just in concept, so how it would work, hasn’t been worked out yet. They have more or less admitted they 

will not start the this year 

 

Senate Reports 

 

President’s Report – Christopher Dahl 

 

o Comment on Dr. Levison- It seems to me that Performance based funding does not work when there are 

radical reductions in budget. 

o A brief comment on state budget development- not much has really happened. There is a lot going on in 

Albany. Facing a minimum of $2.2 million short fall if there is nothing to be done with the Gsovernor’s 

budget cut. I am not interested in taking further program actions, we seek to avoid that, but in SUNY, you 

can never say never. This is always true every year with the state budget, it is not over until it is over. We 

need either restoration or a tuition increase. The $2.2 million shortfall could easily be wiped out on this 
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campus if the revenue was not swept or reallocated to a 200 dollar tuition increase. The University Student 

Assembly and Student Association support a tuition increase.  

o The chancellor is looking for a 5 year rational tuition plan and some efforts to push on the things where we 

have clear consensus in most of the university community.  

o Our position on the Governor’s budget: we support Public/Private Partnerships. We support a rational 

tuition plan and an immediate increase in tuition is necessary. March 1st our students will be sending that 

message as well. 

o There are three big issues of policy that are circulating the University: transformability, enrollment caps, 

and a policy on the use of college reserves.  SUNY Geneseo has done some negotiations to protect us so 

that we can do what we want to do on enrollment.  There is some fear that unspent college reserves could 

be taken by other entities for other purposes. 

  

Showers- The policy on Transferability is a real case study in Shared Governance.  The mandate to facilitate transfer 

came from the legislature to the Chancellor.  She gave it to the University Faculty Senate who convened a working 

group which came up with the system that is being implemented.  

 

Provost’s Report – Carol Long 

o Thanks for response to HERI faculty survey- many of you have responded. As of yesterday, there were 127 

faculty members who submitted a response, which is a response rate of 37%.  If you haven’t replied already 

you will be getting another reminder on Wednesday, March 2nd.  

o Another thank you to students, faculty, administrators, all those who put energy and time into the potential 

curriculum reforms. We have gotten to the point where we have a good idea of challenges and 

opportunities of possibly moving from a 4 to 5 course load.  Information will be moved to the Geneseo 

Wiki, so you can take a look at those: changes in teaching load, savings in a financial sense, course size etc.  

as well as various issues that have been raised over the past month. Everything will be put up on the WIKI 

as well as in emails. I have been meeting with department chair groups and that has been helpful to look at 

divisional priorities. The library has helped us look and identify materials on certain issues such as student 

workload. We will continue the conversation with committees and with the help of Senate Executive 

Committee we can get information flowing 

o Gary Towsley (Mathematics) has agreed to chair the Gen-Ed committee. 

o We have applied to send teams to AAC & U- one on general education and assessment to look at the 

organizational structures. The other on high impact educational practices.  

 

James McLean (Physics)- Where can we find the information on the wiki?  

Provost Long- It will be in my email, the current place has been on the 6 Big Ideas WIKI, under Provost 

Working group under curriculum.  

 

 

Chairs’ Report – Dennis Showers 

o Senate.geneseo.edu now has a Google Calendar. Can make changes on the calendar, so if you want to find 

out when meetings are, we have one place where all that information will be available. 

o Reminder to the faculty, I sent out a notice this morning calling two general meetings of the faculty. We 

have talked about the idea of having a faculty body for the deliberating and consideration of various issues. 

To create a body we have to tinker with the Senate. If that happens, the faculty body becomes a serious 

body and the other becomes less important. We are committed to a College Senate, students, faculty, staff, 

administrators, because it gives us a forum to debate campus issues. I think it would be dangerous to 

change that, so there will be two meetings of faculty to talk about topics of interest, make recommendations 

formal or informal to relate to Senate and administration.  

o Any faculty member who has topics that should be discussed can send that information to the officers of 

Senate. 

 

Vice Chair’s Report – Duane McPherson 

o Outcomes from Excellence Awards  

o Excellence in Faculty Service- 1 

o Excellence in Schoalrship-1 

o Excellence in Professional Service- 1 
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o Excellence in Teaching- 3 

o Distinguished Service- 1 

o Distinguished Teacher -1 

o Distinguished Professor-2 

 

President Dahl- All of the Excellence Awards and materials went out last week; the two distinguished professors 

will be going out next week. 

 

 

Past Chair – David Granger 

 No Report 

 

Secretary Report – Brian Morgan 

 No Report 

 

Treasurer Report – Aaron Steinhauer 

 No Report 

 

University Faculty Senate Report – Gregg Hartvigsen  

 No Report 

 

Student Association Report – Tom Sochia 

 Meeting tomorrow in the Union is the Letter Writing Campaign 1:45-3:45 

 SA is in the process of allocating $5,000 to have a GREAT Day Lunch and we are sending letters to parents 

to make it more family orientated 

 The referendum on mandatory student activity fees will be held March 8th-March 10th.  The mandatory 

student activity fees to stay mandatory or become voluntary. We use the money for many different 

activities, so we are hoping they stay mandatory. 

 

Undergraduate Curricula Committee Report – Meg Stolee 

Second Reading 

New Courses  

BIOL 391, 392, 394 

CHEM 202- Accelerated Chemistry 

 

Motion carries 

 

Revised Courses  

BIOL 304 390  

COMN 349 

 

Motion carries 

 

Deleted Courses 

CHEM 120, 121, 122 

 

Motion carries 

 

Next meeting will consider 30 proposals March 8th a 4pm Sturges 105 

 

Undergraduate Academic Policies, Core and Review – Leigh O’Brien 
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 First Reading - Proposed changes to policy on satisfactory progress, academic probation, and academic 

dismissal (CSB 35, p. 66) 

 

S. Iyer- Proposed language change based on the discussion in the Senate last time.  Some of the questions and 

answers were: If the student registers for 20 credits and withdraws to 15, the student will still be making satisfactory 

progress.   

 

Moves to amend the motion to replace the existing criteria with: (1) the completion of a minimum of 11 semester 

hours of course work per semester with a passing grade and (2) for students who have earned 30 credits or more, a 

minimum average of 15 credits per college semester.   The following changes are proposed:  

o Clarify 75% language 

o A student who is taking 13 credits a semester is not making satisfactory progress because they do not have 

an average of 15 credits a semester. 

o We are looking at after they have 30 credits, at the end of their 3rd semester, if they do not have a minimum 

average of 15 earned credit hours then they will be flagged as not making satisfactory progress. 

o We want to find a way to calculate the average. They get a warning letter at the end of the semester, 4 of 

those letters then they will be suspended one semester.  

 

The motion is seconded 

 

P. Rault (Math)- Am I understating that a student that comes in with 24 credits and goes 12 credits per semester to 

graduate on time in four years would not be making satisfactory progress? 

 

Savi Iyer- 12 credits would keep them full-time. At the end of 6 semesters, a letter will be generated at that point. 

Their AP credits will not be used to average their credits. 

 

Rault- So that would be unsatisfactory progress? 

 

Iyer- Yes, at the end of 6 semesters. Hopefully someone has pointed that out to them. The letter will inform them of 

their progress.  

 

Rault- Is this a change from the current system? In the current system someone that came in with 24 credits and took 

12 would have 120 credits at the end of the four years. Would they be making satisfactory progress? 

 

Iyer- If they came in with 24 credits, 15 per semester takes them to 120, and come in with 24 they couldn’t get to 

120 at the end of 4 years. 

 

Showers- If a student comes in with 24 credits and takes 12 every semester they would have 120 credits. Even if 

they are taking 12 credits at Geneseo, their average is still 15. That student will never be cited for failure of 

academic progress.  

 

D. McPherson (Bio)- If I understand the current policy, students should complete 12 credits hours per semester for 

full time, they are making satisfactory progress. Is that correct? 

 

Iyer- Yes. 

 

McPherson- So that changes the policy to change to 15 credit hours  

 

Iyer- If they make it to 120 credits, (going back to the 24 credits) they are not going to get a letter.  

 

James McLean (Physics)- is there any point in counting this at the end of drop add period? 

 

Iyer- That is supposed to be crossed out. 

 

L. O’Brien (Education)- In the information you sent me, for transfer students only credits earned at the start time at 

Geneseo will be included in the calculation of their average.  
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Iyer- Transfer credits do not apply here, not on policy. 

 

 

Showers- Restates and clarifies the motion  

 

Motion Passes 

 

Satisfactory Progress- 

 

McLean- In actual fact they will be referred to the board to consideration of suspension. 

  

Iyer- any time a student is suspended or dismissed they get a grace period to appeal.  

 

A. Steinhaur (Physics)- has 12 credits that semester, whether it’s wise to ask them to take more credits.  

 

Iyer- we realize students repeat courses and change their minds about courses.  

 

D. McPherson- So, I have a concern with this because it seems to say, you must pass 15 credits each semester to 

retain satisfactory progress. They won’t register for a course they might not succeed at. That greatly discourages 

students to try anything new, challenging, different, or out of their comfort zone.  Students will think that is just a 

letter I get and will throw it away.  

 

J. Allen (Psychology)- Is this motivated by performance goals by SUNY central, graduating on time etc. This policy 

seems to be adapted to making sure that people get out in four years.  Getting out in four years is not necessarily the 

best for everyone 

 

C. Leary (Math)- I don’t think that the policy is for unusual cases, the average student here is well served by having 

an eight semester goal, this policy is clearer more direct. 

 

J. Lovett- Does this policy have any influence on financial aid? 

 

Iyer-I checked with that office to make sure that this doesn’t have any problems with the state and federal 

guidelines.  

 

Showers:  

 

Current Policy on Warning Letters- the language is now called Progress Letters—deleted  

 

Current Policy on Academic Probation—proposed language. (CSB #5, p. 66) 

o “Subject to academic dismissal” is changed to “dismissed.” 

 

Current policy on Academic Dismissal 

o CSB #5, p. 66 

Those four pieces constituted the proposed policy change. 

 

Motion carries. 

 

Leigh O’Brien- We met February 25, to discuss the 4 to 5 idea. Provost Long visited with the committee. At this 

point there are no specific issues. 

 

No committee meeting planned at this time. 

 

Graduate Academic Affairs – Doug MacKenzie 

Second Reading  

New Courses 
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 Educ 463, 480 

 CURR 509 

 

Motion Carries 

Student Affairs – Jeff Over 

 No report 

 

Faculty Affairs – James McLean 

 No report 

 Meeting on March 8th  

 

Old Business 

 

New Business 

Jan Lovett- Called for more people to consider running for Senate positions 

 

Adjournment 

 

At 5:25p.m. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

B Morgan 

 

 

Minutes of the Faculty Affairs Committee 
March 8, 2011 

Present: J. McLean (Chair), J. Dolce, C. Adams, J. Allen, J. Behrend, , S. Derné, R. Kahrs, A. Lauricella, J, Lewis, 

E. Savellos 

 

Call to Order 
McLean called the meeting to order at 4:00 pm. 

 

1. Chair’s Report 

 Suggestion from FAC that committee meetings be posted online lead to the creation of a wiki, which may 
soon be superseded by google calendar. 

 Joint FAC-SAC meeting – possibly April meeting. Topic: faculty involvement in Weekend of Welcome and 
Orientation to increase academic element 

 Request from provost for FAC to review an analysis regarding 4 course model – 2nd March meeting, Savi 
Iver to present 

 Request for FAC to review the departments’ 4-course models for pedagogical impact 
2. Old Business 

 Idea of closing SOFIs two weeks prior to the end of the term 
o Motion made to take this issue to the Senate for discussion: FAC recommends that SOFIs be 

closed two weeks before the end of classes 
o Motion passed without dissent. 

 Review and discussion of FAC-FPC meeting on the revised H-form 
Alternatives were discussed for having more levels of ranking, responding to the desire expressed by the 

FPC to have more than two. 

Option A – Relating to “Excellence” as expressed in the College Mission Statement 

 Does not meet Geneseo’s expectations for excellence. 

 Meets Geneseo’s expectations for excellence. 

 Exceeds Geneseo’s expectations for excellence. 
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Option B – Same, but referencing the Departmental guidelines instead of College Mission Statement 

No final wording was decided upon. 

3. New Business 

 D. MacPherson has requested we review and summarize the pedagogical impact of the shift to 4-course 
typical student load, based on the departmental plans recently submitted. 

o It was pointed out that the departments were not specifically charged with addressing this issue 
in the proposals.  Many departmental plans are likely to not be adequate to such analysis.  
Consensus reached that this was not a viable course of action. 

o Discussion of performing a survey of departments to obtain the same information.  Meeting time 
did not allow this idea to develop very far. 

4. Adjournment 

 McLean adjourned the meeting at 5:07 pm. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 

C. Adams 

 

College Senate Meeting Minutes 
March 22, 2011 

Present 

K. Adabra, C. Adams, B. Ahmad, J. Allen, T. Bazzett, J. Behrand, S.A. Brainard, A Bretl, S. Chen, R. Coloccia,  C. 

Dahl, S. Derne, J. Dolce, K. Gentry, D. Granger, C. Haddad, K. Hannam, B. Harrison, G. Hartvigsen, A. Heap, S. 

Iyer, H.Y. Jeong, R. Kahrs, J. Kernan, J. Kirkwood, M. Klotz, Leary, A. Lewis, M. Lima, C. Long, D. Mackenzie, 

V. Markowski, G. Marrow, J. McGarrah, P. McLaughlin, J. McLean, D. McPherson, M. Mitschow, S. Peck, P. 

Rault, M. Rogachefsky, S. Salmon, E. Savellos, D. Simmons, T. Sochia, A. Steinhauer, M. Stolee, A. Tajima, L. 

Taraska, T. Underwood. J. Yee, J. Wong,  

 

Guests 
O. Alawiye,  E. O’Leary 

 

Call to order 

Senate called to order at 4:08pm 

 

Adoption of Agenda 

 

CSB #7A pp 113 

  

The agenda was adopted without corrections or additions. 

 

Adoption of Minutes 

 

Minutes of Dec 7, 2010 meeting found on pages of  CSB #7 p 95-100 were adopted. 

 

Senate Reports 

 

President’s Report – Christopher Dahl 

 

 President Dahl reported that 

 

 Middle States  has identified a chair for the visiting team.  He is  Dr. Joseph Urgo. He has a PhD in 

American Civilization from Brown.  

 The search committee for VP of Finance Administration is Steve Paladino, Kristine Hannam, Peter 

Marculis, Dave Levy, Sue Chichester, Doug Sinsky, Fatima Johnson,  and CSEA (Sheryl). We think it is a 

balanced committee.  

 He salutes the 75 students who went to Albany.  
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 We are now at the point where we have 2 one-house bills. The Assembly’s response was to restore 1/3 of 

hospital  to the budget of  SUNY $179 million.  Community college base aid was cut by $33.2 million. and 

nothing was done for Geneseo and the other 30 state operated campuses.  

 Other issues in legislation, neither the Senate nor Assembly endorsed the governor’s push for private public 

partnerships. They did endorse relief for goods rather than services.  

 The Senate did a couple of encouraging things. The senate bill says nothing will happen this year, but our 

share of that tuition increase would go to 75% in 2012-2013 and 100% in 2013-2014. The senate also 

creates an agency fund that would take the SUNY tuition and put it somewhere where it couldn’t be swept 

into general revenue. The Senate proposed a 5% tuition increase for next years for out of state students 

only. We could keep that incremental revenue under the Senate bill.  

 President Dahl hopes there will be a 5 year rational tuition plan and authorization of our increasing of 

tuition emerging.  

 

Provost’s Report – Carol Long 

 

 Provost Long reported that  

 She has been visiting Barbara Howard from the School of Business. There is currently a dual degree 

program in Economics, and the Provost if hopeful to begin expansion of other dual degree programs.  

 SUNY Geneseo has been working with SUNY Global Center for the UN Global Compact to discuss how 

educational institutions can use their own business and educational models to design some tools for 

supporting other institutions.  

 She is nominating students for Washington DC. 

 Her office is providing Kindlestm for a faculty reading group. 

 There is an ongoing discussion on the Wiki regarding proposed changes in the curriculum. We are planning 

3 open forums for curriculum issues March 28, April 1,  April 13 all in the afternoon. An e-mail with times 

and locations is forthcoming. Her office is sending out a brief survey to solicit information and feedback.  

 

Mark Mitschow (School of Business) inquired about a vote of the faculty regarding changes to the curriculum  The 

Provost replied that she is seeking discussion and open forums first.  If any changes are proposed, they will go 

before the faculty for a vote. 

 

Mitschow asked what would make up the 4th hour of a four hour course. 

 

Chair Showers replied that the open forum is for specific questions like that and asked that the question be asked 

there. 

 

No other questions. 

 

Chairs’ Report – Dennis Showers 

 

 Chair Showers reported 

 

 There was a general meeting of the faculty on the 9th of April. There was positive feedback about the 

meeting and he will be distributing notes (from his point-of-view) of what transpired.  There is no need for 

formal minutes since no formal discussion occurred.   

 There will be another general meeting of the faculty, March 30th, one week from tomorrow. Any agenda 

items please send to him or any other officers. 

 AAUP conference in November, one of the recommendations was to try to coordinate on campuses that are 

unionized, the union bodies and other bodies for the benefit of the campus 

There is a suggestion about joint sponsorship of buttons to show unity to support SUNY issues on campus.  

 

Vice Chair’s Report – Duane McPherson 

 No report 

Past Chair – David Granger 
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 No Report 

Secretary Report – Brian Morgan 

 No Report 

Treasurer Report – Aaron Steinhauer 

 Balance $993.30  

University Faculty Senate Report – Gregg Hartvigsen  

 No Report 

Student Association Report – Tom Sochia 

 The referendum in support of funding the Student Association did pass which is really great. We will have 

funds next year to support SA. 

 Tyler (student senator will be my successor next year at VP) 

 

Undergraduate Curriculum Committee Report – Meg Stolee 

 

UCC moves first reading 

 

New Courses 

ARBC 202 

ARTS 207 

COMN 207 

FREN 314 

HONR 215 

No discussion.   Motion Carries 

 

UCC moves first reading 

 

Revised Courses 

 

BIOL 380 

Chem 211 

Intd 302 

Educ 

Math 326 

Phys 313 

Phys 381 

 

Discussion of the motion 

 

Omit the reading of all the course numbers 

UCC moves first reading 

Revised Courses 

ARTS 204, 215, 220, 230, 240, 245, 250 

No discussion.  Motion carries. 

 

 

UCC moves first reading of the 16 course in French program.  

No discussion.  Motion carries. 

 

UCC moves first reading of the 6 revised courses in HONORs program 

No discussion.. Motion carries. 

 

UCC moves first reading of 23 courses in Spanish program/ 

No discussion.  Motion carries. 

 

UCC moves first reading of deletions 
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Fren 319 

Math 226 

Spanish 319 

 

UCC moves first reading for program revisions 

BA in Biology 

BS in Biology 

Chemistry 3/2 Engineering 

BA chemistry 

BS in Chemistry 

Minor in chemistry 

Edgar Fellows Program 

 

 

UCC will have another meeting Tuesday in Sturges 105 at 4pm. 

 

Chris Leary (Mathematics)- reported that he is stunned and amazed that the webpage of UCC is empty. 

 

Savi Iyer (Dean) replied that is is the website for committee members. 

 

Chris Leary requested that correct websites be sent. 

 

Undergraduate Academic Policies, Core and Review – Leigh O’Brien 

 

Second reading proposed changes to policy on satisfactory progress, academic probation, and academic 

dismissal (CSB #5, p. 66) 

 

Chair: This is a second reading. The new policy clarifies and redefines a number of issues and includes 

amendments we made last time. We are looking at the proposed policy that was looked at at the first reading. 

 

Savi Iyer- I would like to propose an amendment. 15 credits changed to 13 credits. There was some concern 

expressed at first reading that 15 is too high. I ran some numbers to see how many students would be affected. 

13.1 is the average that a student needs to be at.  The Dean’s office will bring it down to 13. 

 

Steve Derne- Why couldn’t it be 12, since 12 is the minimal load. If students want to take 5 years not 4, why 

does it matter? If the average includes AP credits, it gives an advantage for those students who have AP.  

 

Savi Iyer- At 12 per semester, financial consideration they lose state aid. 4 semesters they get a warning, it is 

easy to get it up to 13.  

 

Jim Allen (psych)- Where are the appeal procedures? Can you explain? 

 

Savi Iyer- if a student goes below 11 even one semester, they are put on probation. They stay on probation. 

Letters are sent to students that they are put on probation. If and when they come up for dismissal, a letter goes 

out saying they are being dismissed. They get 10 days to appeal, write a letter, and get recommendations from 

faculty.  The academic standards committee will look at each case.  During that 10-day period, if a student does 

not appeal or write a letter, they are dismissed. One of the things is satisfactory progress.  If the student starts 

with 14 credits and has 100 credits in their 7th semester, they are put on probation in the current system. The 

other piece is that we have students that don’t know they need 120 credits to graduate; there are more than a 

handful of students that didn’t know that. Even if this doesn’t pass as it is worded, we are hoping to put this 

credits per semester average on Knightweb. Students need to know their average. If a student comes in with 30 

AP credits, or even 10 they are further along.  

 

Chair: that is all interesting, but I need you to speak to the motion. 
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Steve Derne- First of all it is great for students in financial aid, but there are students that are not on financial 

aid. It is good that students know how they are progressing whether or not we suspended them from school. 

Students with a lot of AP Credits. I guess you didn’t answer my first questions before. Why not allow those 

students to take 12 credits.  

 

Savi- They are not suspended. They will get a letter but still have an appeal process.  

 

 

Chair Showers- Is there a second on the motion? The motion is seconded. 

 

Maria Lima (English)- I think this is really good, but seniors like to take their time. In times of financial 

constraint, this is very appropriate.  

 

Discussion of the motion to amend. 

 

Jim Allen (Psych)- At some point I’d like to make a second amendment. 

 

James McPherson (biology) - 12 is fulltime, according to what? I thought 12 was full time for finaincial aid, 

now it is 13. If that is the case, is there anywhere that 12 isn’t full time.  

 

Bill Harrison (English)- It’s federal financial aid, not state aid. 

 

Chair Showers- All those in favor? Motion carries. 

 

Jim Allen- I’d like to offer an amendment to get rid of the language where students are dismissed. The progress 

warning letters will explicitly state that the student is not on track to graduate within four years at his/her 

current pace. 

 

Motion seconded by Duane McPherson (Bio). 

 

Jim Allen (psych)- They get warnings that they don’t know they need 120 hours, but are not at risk for dismissal 

for not being on the conventional 4 year track.  

 

Chair Showers- Discussion of the motion to amend. 

 

Patrick Rault (Math)- I would like clarity as well from 15 to 13 or switch back. 

 

Terry Bazzett (Psychology)- We currently have  a policy in place for dismissal, if that is the case, then I think 

Jim (Allen) is proposing a change in policy as friendly amendment. 

 

Chair Showers- this is a motion to amend.  

 

Terry Bazzett- This is a change that would change policy, I don’t know if policy committee needs to consider 

that. 

 

Chair- This motion is asking to change the policy is a different way than the policy committee amended. I am 

not ruling this motion out of order. 

 

Steve Derne (sociology)- First I support this, Savi says the students can appeal, if they don’t know about 120 

hours they don’t know they can appeal. This gets around students getting suspended, but provides warning. It is 

possible that we may want to give this to the senate policy committee. 

 

Jim Allen- My understanding of the appeal process is that you cannot send out a letter. My second memento is 

that there is no satisfactory progress mechanism, in theory a student can take 3 credits a semester forever.  
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Savi Iyer- I’d like to propose an amendment of the amendment. We can’t do it. If a student takes 12 credits, 

withdraws from a credit, each semester, the current policy will be facing dismissal probation and so on, this 

takes the teeth out of the whole thing. Item number one is different than item number 2. I want to separate the 

two. One language will apply for 1 and the other for 2.  

 

Any Further discussion? 

 

Steve Derne - I think Savi’s idea is a good one. To have number 1 as written. And number 2 as Jim’s proposal. Send 

it back to committee.  

Chair- Are you moving an amendment to the amendment? 

 

Duane McPherson- I’m thinking about Savi’s committee about point one and two. Is there a way to consolidate of 

not dropping a hammer on people who choose to take a  bit longer. If we could move part 2 down below the parts 

that are struck out.  

 

Susan Salmon (Education)- Call to question. Can we have a vote to send it back to committee? 

Chair Showers- If there is a member who wants to speak, they may speak 

Meg Stolee (History)- I move to send this to committee and they discuss the Savi’s separation and Jim’s 

amendment.  

   

 

Chair Showers- The committee will have the minutes of this discussion and what members are present here today. 

Chair- Anyone who wishes to send moments to policy committee via Leigh O’Brien. 

Steve- I would amend that we instruct the strict language of suspension to number 1 and warning letters applies to 

number 2. 

Jim Allen- I trust the policy committee to do their best with it. A point of clarification. After going to the policy 

committee, will it come back for first reading or second? 

 

James McLean-That will prevent passage of change during this academic year since there is only one more senate 

meeting. 

Chair Showers- we could seek a waiver to publish it 7 days before meeting. 

 

All those in favor? Motion carries. 

 

Graduate Academic Affairs – Doug MacKenzie 

 Moves first reading of new program 

 Combined degree program BA/MAT in Adolescence Social Studies 

Motion carries 

 

First reading of new course. 

INTD 530 

INTD 531 

INTD 532 

CURR 503 

EDUC 505 

Motion carries 

Student Affairs – Jeff Over 

 

 Last meeting March 1st. 

o Broke up SAC committee and did some surveys of undergraduate students and different programs. 

37 students were surveyed. 
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o Students were asked about the 5-4 curriculum shift.   General consensus, they were not in favor of 

5 to 4 shift. Other results: finish in 4 years, variety of classes and have other programs, small class 

sizes, rigorous core.  

o Questions? 

Mark Mitschow- if we can have a survey of student opinion, could we have the faculty survey? Would it be possible 

to survey faculty? 

Not a question for student affairs committee. 

Provost Long: We are sending a survey to faculty at the end of this week. 

 

Faculty Affairs – James McLean 

 Recent meeting we came up with proposal that we are bringing senate. The student opinion form collection, 

will be ready for senate meeting. 

 Questions 

 

Old Business 

 

New Business 

 

Greg Hartivsegen: Resolution in support of a five-year tuition plan for SUNY CSB #7, p. 111 

Motion seconded by David Granger 

President Dahl: This is an historic moment, an amendment to suggest that we ask for immediate tuition relief to put 

more umph, that there is a possibly to adapt the plan. We need the money starting the beginning of next year or we 

are further in the hole. Propose an amendment. Be it further resolved that the SUNY Geneseo College Senate calls 

for immediate tuition relief or restoration to fill the $2 million budget gap for Geneseo created by the Executive 

budget, 

Seconded by Maria Lima. 

All those in favor? Motion carries. 

 

Discussion of the main motion, to adopt the five year tuition plan. 

 

Duane McPherson(Bio)- I urge you to vote against it for a couple of reasons, we need maintenance of effort before 

anything else. It is not defined what a rational tuition plan is. I appreciate that students are willing to pay a bit more 

for their education, reduction that allows all students to attend SUNY system. Restoration of funding, maintenance 

of effort and  

 

Jim Allen (psych)- voting against leaves us with not resolution at all which puts us in a tough position. 

All those in favor say I. Motion carries. 

 

 

Resolution approved March 22, 2011 by the SUNY Geneseo College Senate. 

 

Adjournment 

 

At 5:16p.m. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

B Morgan 

 

 

Minutes of the Faculty Affairs Committee 
March 29, 2011 

Present: J. McLean (Chair), S. Derne, J. Allen, A. Sheldon, E. Savellos, R. Kahrs, J. Behrend, L. Argentieri 

Guest: S. Iyer (Assoc. Dean) 
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Call to Order 

Chairperson McLean called the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m. 

Adoption of the Agenda 

Adopted with no objections. 

Chair’s Report 

 Request for secretary to take notes.  L. Argentieri enthusiastically volunteered. 

 FAC’s resolution on the date for closing SOFIs (a few weeks before the end of each semester) has been 

forwarded to D. Showers and should be presented at the next Senate meeting. 

 FAC/SAC meeting concerning academic elements during Weekend of Welcome planned for our meeting 

on 4/19 

 FAC has been requested to conduct a survey about the proposed shift to a 4-course typical student load.  

The timing is good, given the series of Provost’s forums being held on the matter.  

Old Business 

None. 

New Business 

 Proposal for publishing a suggested date for completion of classroom observations prior to renewal & 

promotion actions 

o Classroom observation is a component of the faculty renewal and promotion process but is often 

not timed by departments for optimal effect – i.e., as a useful complement to the SOFIs, or done 

during a more representative time of the semester than the first couple of weeks 

o The committee agreed that Chair McLean will ask that a recommended mid-late semester due date 

for classroom observation – to serve as a reminder to the departments  --  be added to the 

Provost’s calendar. 

 Planning for a 4-course proposal survey 

o Chair McLean emailed to committee members prior to the meeting a suggested starting point for a 

survey.  Some members expressed concern regarding the difficulty of creating a meaningful 

survey based on so many assumptions.  With time running out to have a survey ready, it was 

agreed that further discussion, either via email or an ad hoc meeting (or both), is necessary. 

 Report from Savi Iyer on the course load implications of a shift to a 4-course typical student load 

 S. Iyer began by passing out 3 sheets of statistics from the “Future of Curriculum” wiki.  One table 

presented calendar 2010 data on course sections, enrollment and class size by course type (i.e., 4-, 3-, 2- 

and 1-credit lecture, lab, studio, and seminar).  Another table showed data for lecture-type courses only 

scaled up (i.e., same number of courses, but taught as 4-credit), and then scaled down by various 

percentages, each resulting in different scenarios of total credits for degree, total courses, average class 

sizes, courses/credits/students  per faculty.  Assuming that faculty credit load is the most meaningful 

measure of CTR (configuration of teaching responsibility), S. Iyer proposed that we consider a scale down 

of 12% for the sake of analysis.  At 12%, faculty would be teaching five 4-credit courses (20 credit load) 

per academic year. 

Questions from FAC members included: 

Q: Where are the cost savings? Credit loads for faculty doesn’t change much in scale-down. 

A: Faculty would be teaching fewer classes but have more contact time with students, overall.  Fewer 

classes being taught implies fewer adjunct faculty needed, perhaps 2/3 fewer: cost savings there would be 

roughly $643,000. 

Q:  Won’t fewer classes mean decreased flexibility for students in pursuing double majors, minors, 

concentrations?  Won’t students lose some of the diversity of learning if they take fewer, though more 

intense, classes? 

A:  Some faculty members suggested that double majors are overused anyhow.  Student committee member 

ventured that many students view double majors as supplementary to their first major. 

Q: Although faculty class load will go down, faculty credit hours taught would go up.  Does that require an 

increase in effort? 

A: Iyer agreed that faculty credit hours taught would go up; can’t realize cost savings and reduce workload.  

A committee member arguing that for most faculty, workload would not go up appreciably, while student 
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learning would.  Pres. Dahl has discouraged thinking in terms of Carnegie units.  Prof. Iyer noted that 

SUNY’s policy on Carnegie units dates from the late 1970s and that a group is interested in revisiting it, to 

take into account online courses, etc. 

 Planning for a 4-course proposal survey 

Chair reminded the group that he’ll be sending out an email re: the survey. 

Adjournment 

Chair adjourned meeting at approximately 5:15 p.m. 

Respectfully submitted, L. Argentieri 

 

 

SENATE ELECTION RESULTS Spring 2011 

VOTING DATA 

Ballots cast: 124 

Eligible voters:  

[ ]% return rate 

 

Presiding Officer of the Faculty and Chair of College Senate (2011-2012) 

Dennis Showers (Education) 

Vice Chair of the Faculty (2011-2012) 

Jim Williams (History) 

Secretary of the Faculty (2011-2012) 

Cheryl Kreutter (Education) 

Treasurer of the Faculty (2011-2012) 

Aaron Steinhauer (Physics) 

Senator-at-Large (over 6 years) (2011-2013) 

Senator-at-Large (6 years and under) (2011-2013) 

General Education Committee (Humanities) (2011- 

 

 

Minutes of the Faculty Affairs and Student Affairs committees 
19 April 2011 

Present: Cathy Adams, James Allen, Robert Kahrs, Marilyn Klotz, Ashley Lewis, James McGarrah, Kerry 

McKeever, Paul McLaughlin, James McLean – Chair, FAC, Jeff Over - Chair, SAC, Patrick Rault, Amy Sheldon, 

Dayshawn Simmons, Lauren Taraska. Guest: James Bates 

 

The meeting was called to order at 4:02 PM 

 

Introduction was made – the meeting is in response to a charge by the Provost to consider the ideas put forth by the 

Student Orientation Task Force and to suggest ways to increase the academic activities in orientation or the Week(s) 

of Welcome. 

 

Sheldon, a member of the New Student Orientation Task Force, gave a brief overview of the results, including the 

recommendations (p. 9) of their study.  The report is available at: 

https://mycourses.geneseo.edu/section/default.asp?id=SACCommittee 

 

Wide ranging discussion which followed included the following ideas and reactions. 

 

Ideas to increase academic activity for incoming and early semester students: 

- Lectures during Preview Days. 

  Sense of committee was that Preview Days was not the appropriate venue to stress academic rigor. 

- Faculty that take part in registration could also offer lectures during orientation. 

  However, as currently structured, orientation faculty are already stretched to the limit.  There is also no time 

available in the incoming students’ schedules. 

- First lectures of semester could have focus of work load and expectations. 
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  Rather than a separate program, this would be implemented through the course instructors, possibly in specific 

targeted courses. 

- Academic clubs and honor societies could offer activities geared to first semester students. 

  Students especially expressed a desire to hear from upperclassmen on topics normally covered by faculty 

advisors.  Faculty saw merit in this suggestion, but worried about the potential for dissemination of incorrect 

information.  Training of student leaders would be necessary. 

- Student scavenger hunt / amazing race activity that gets students to visit academic offices, labs, clubs, research 

labs. 

- Mixers in departments with faculty and upper class students. 

 

 

Ideas to integrate summer activities to first semester: 

- Reintroduce summer reading program, blending it into first semester classes 

  Sense of committee was that without some such very significant integration of the summer reading into a 

requirement, it would be nearly impossible to obtain widespread student buy-in. 

- A specific example would be reading(s) used in Humanities I.  Humanities I becomes a first semester class 

required for all freshman – there are currently enough faculty and seats to accommodate all incoming students 

and it has been demonstrated that the Humanities requirements do not require a year of classes to be effective.  

Based on the investigations of one student and faculty opinion, INTD 105 is not accomplishing the desired 

outcomes, so this class could also be given less importance in favor of Humanities I as a first semester course. 

- Academic and orientation advisors would be identified early, so can initiate contact with incoming students before 

orientation, by e-mail and social networks, to offer information and alleviate anxiety of the first weeks at 

Geneseo. 

 

Other interesting points and ideas that came from the meeting: 

- Writing and research are being learned at the upper class levels – nuggets of academic vigor do not necessarily 

stick at the early levels. 

- Some department meetings during orientation need to be smaller 

- Department newsletters and course guidelines prior to orientation would be welcomed by students 

- upper class student mentors during orientation and week(s) of welcome 

- additional faculty advisement at start of semester 

- Convocation picnic is a good idea, but students need to mix with faculty.  This could be the opportunity for 

students to first meet their academic advisors. 

- Group activities in 100-level classes combine academic and social elements, including between different years. 

- Connectivity between 100-level classes where there is some integration of materials or activities to foster academic 

and social communication for first-year students. 

- faculty lectures in freshman dorms, other academic-social tie-ins to involve first year students 

- student advisement must be taken more seriously, it is essential; change in faculty reward structure could address 

this 

- At the start of the academic year the three greatest concerns of students are, in order of importance, registration, 

developing social connections, e.g., with whom to eat dinner, and finally, academics.  The strategy with the best 

hope of success is therefore programs which successfully address both the social and academic elements. 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 5:12 PM. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

D. Jeffrey Over 

 

 

College Senate Meeting Minutes 
April 26, 2011 

Present 
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K. Adabra, L. Abdallah, B. Ahmad, J. Aimers, I. Alam, J. Allen, L. Argentieri, J. Behrend, S.A. Brainard, A Bretl, 

T. Bowersox, S. Chen,  C. Dahl, D. Farthing, K. Gentry, C. Haddad, A. Heap, B. Harrison, K. Hoffman, S. Iyer, J. 

Kernan, J. Kirkwood, M. Klotz, C. Kreutter, C. Leavy, A. Lewis, M. Lima, C. Long, J. Lovett, D. Mackenzie, V. 

Markowski, J. McGarrah, P. McLaughlin, J. McLean, D. McPherson, B. Morgan, L. O’Brien, P. Rault, M. 

Rogachefsky, S. Salmon, E. Savellos, A. Sheldon, T. Sochia, A. Steinhauer, M. Stolee, A. Tajima, L. Taraska, T. 

Underwood.  

 

Call to order 

Chair Showers called the meeting to order at 4:07 

 

Adoption of Agenda 

(CSB#8, p. 126)  Accepted without objection 

 

Adoption of Minutes 

-Meeting of 2/1/11, CSB #8, pp. 117-120. Correction AAC should read AAC & U in the first sentence. Accepted. 

 

Senate Reports 

 

President’s Report – Christopher Dahl 

The President reported that there are “Lots of moving parts”. We are trying to get everything done. We are in the  

middle of ongoing budget crisis while trying to move ahead as an institution. The key budget issue is the10 percent 

cut to Geneseo which could mean $3 million to $2.1 million if nothing further happens. 

 Presidents of the Colleges and others have recommended that the legislature adopt a plan wherein the $14 

million restored to the hospitals is based on the amount of money that SUNY allocates to each school. 

 There is further discussion of the UB 2020 plan pending. The discussion will take place in a summit 

meeting. 

  There is a rational tuition policy bill in each chamber of the legislature that mirror the proposal that the 

students of SUNY supported.  These bills will cover a five year period; the actions of the bill will be 

subject to approval of the trustees.  The proposed increases would be for 5.5 percent. 

 SUNY Geneseo’s plan is to handle whatever comes in the upcoming budget through reserves (barring the 

unforeseen).  The reserves will be used over three years. All of this is occurring in the climate of trying to 

continue to move forward as an institution.   Gearing up for college’s capital campaign December 15 th.  The 

Vice Presidential search is in progress. Committee is interviewing semifinalists. We hope to bring finalists 

to campus during the first 2 weeks of May 

 Commencement is May 15th.  Please come and support your students. Two very good student orators have 

been chosen.  Please RSVP.  

 On April 29th, Afro-British Poet Andrea Levy will be reading from her work at 4:00 pm in Newton 201.  

 

President Dahl entertained questions.  MacKenzie (Communicative Disorders and Sciences) asked if there is an 

official title to either bill, so that they might be referenced in correspondence.  

 

Hartvigsen (Biology) asked about the reserves and the use of reserves by SUNY Geneseo in light of the situation at 

other institutions and that some other institutions are using their reserves to preserve programs while Geneseo seems 

to have a different policy about the use of reserves. Some institutions are down in reserves and have still tried to 

support programs. Is there a reason we are not doing the same? 

 

President Dahl replied that the size of reserves is somewhat artificial.  1) Bills are not paid until late, causing reserve 

balance to go up. 2) We have a three year plan to support programs before deactivation.  3) It would not make sense 

to use our reserves and hit the limit then bring it up again.   Looking at financial issues we projected certain amount 

of incoming income.  We still need modest tuition increase that would make up for the cut. We did not get that. 

Going forward the budget situation is worse than we expected.  We admitted additional 150 students off of waitlist. 

 

Mark Mitschow- Given the dire financial of the college, where is the 200,000 dollars coming from? Can we afford 

it? 
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President- $200,000 is portion of $500,000 from college reserves. It is one time funding. The fundamental budget 

problem is that we cannot run continuous programs on reserves. Money is being used for one-time things. If we 

don’t spend down the reserves they may be swept by state or by the system. 

 

Provost’s Report – Carol Long 

The Provost reported thanks for everything being done this month. Thanks for departments dealing with reviewers 

coming to the campus.  

 

Call for proposals for curricular innovation. Offering a $200,000 fund for programs for curricular innovation. Up to 

$25,000 cap is the maximum for any single program. The money can be used for guest speakers, retreats, team 

building with other faculty etc. Essentially we are investing in our future. We are trying to make reasonable 

decisions looking down the road.  

 

Chairs’ Report – Dennis Showers 

Reported the resolution was sent to governor and leaders in legislature- a resolution with cover letter asking to 

include rational tuition policy. Response to Roark award was outstanding as we received 14 proposals. Originally 

announced one more meeting of faculty, but have not been able to arrange a time. The meeting will not occur. Look 

forward to the fall. 

 

I was at University Senate meeting. The budget is the top issue. Since meeting, Potsdam announced closing of two 

programs this week and other campuses looking to follow suit. We spent time talking about UB 2020 which started 

as proposal for UB only. There is some paranoia about UB getting special status in SUNY system. The University 

Senate and Campus Governance leaders are working to ensure that SUNY as a system will be considered.  

 

Vice Chair’s Report – Duane McPherson 

No Report 

 

Past Chair – David Granger 

No report  

 

Secretary Report – Brian Morgan 

No Report 

 

Treasurer Report – Aaron Steinhauer 

$888 present balance but just given bill for $250 for retirement gifts.  

 

University Faculty Senate Report – Gregg Hartvigsen  

Lengthy report in Bulletin number 8. I will be sending four resolutions to pass. 

 

Student Association Report – Tom Sochia 

This week is Sexual Assault Awareness week. On Thursday there will be a final letter campaign for budget 

advocacy. Saturday is Artists Fighting AIDS. Bank of America is matching all donations. Tomorrow night the new 

Executive Committee will be installed. 

 

Undergraduate Curricula Committee Report – Meg Stolee 

Second Reading: 

 

New Courses 

ARBC 202:  Intermediate Arabic II  

ARTS 207:  Selected Topics 

COMN 207:  Writing for Business and the Professions 

FREN 314:  M/Contemporary Francophone Civilizations 

HONR 215:  N/Science Seminar Lab 

 

Revised courses: 

BIOL 380:  Biology Seminar  
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CHEM 211:  Organic Chemistry I 

INTD 302:  Methods and Materials in Secondary Education:  Foreign Language 

MATH 326:  Differential Equations 

PHYS 313:  Applied Mechanics 

PHYS 381:  Introduction to Astrophysics 

 

ARTS 204:  Graphic Design  

ARTS 215:  Figure Drawing I  

ARTS 220:  Oil Painting I  

ARTS 230:  Printmaking I  

ARTS 240:  Sculpture I  

ARTS 245:  Ceramics I 

ARTS 250:  Jewelry and Metals I  

 

FREN 300:  Conversation 

FREN 301:  Composition 

FREN 302:  Readings 

FREN 313:  Contemporary Civilization 

FREN 316:  Grammar and Syntax 

FREN 317:  Phonology 

FREN 318:  Advanced Grammar and Composition 

FREN 320:  Workshop 

FREN 323:  Linguistics 

FREN 325:  Civilization 

FREN 326:  M/The French-Speaking World Outside Europe 

FREN 335:  Commercial 

FREN 350:  Early French Literature 

FREN 355:  Classical Period and Enlightenment 

FREN 360:  From Romanticism to the Nouveau Roman 

FREN 365:  Selected Topics in French Literature 

 

HONR 102:  Critical Reading 

HONR 203:  S/Honors Seminar in the Social Sciences 

HONR 204:  F/Honors Seminar in the Fine Arts 

HONR 205:  Honors Seminar in the Sciences 

HONR 206:  F/Honors Seminar 

HONR 207:  F/Honors Seminar in Diversity, Pluralism, Difference 

 

SPAN 300:  Conversation 

SPAN 301:  Composition 

SPAN 302:  Readings 

SPAN 303:  Survey of Spanish Literature I 

SPAN 304:  Survey of Spanish Literature II 

SPAN 305:  Survey of Spanish-American Literature I 

SPAN 306:  Survey of Spanish-American Literature II 

SPAN 314:  M/Contemporary Spanish-American Civilization 

SPAN 316:  Grammar and Syntax 

SPAN 317:  Phonology 

SPAN 318:  Advanced Grammar and Composition 

SPAN 320:  Workshop 

SPAN 323:  Linguistics 

SPAN 325:  Spanish Civilization 

SPAN 326:  M/Spanish-American Civilization 

SPAN 350:  Medieval Spanish Literature 

SPAN 352:  Golden Age of Spanish Literature 

SPAN 353:  Colonial Latin-American Literature 
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SPAN 362:  19th Century Spanish Literature 

SPAN 363:  19th Century Latin American Literature 

SPAN 372:  Contemporary Spanish Literature 

SPAN 373:  Contemporary Latin-American Literature 

SPAN 382:  Selected topics in Hispanic Literatures and Cultures 

 

Course deletions: 

FREN 319:  History of the Language 

MATH 226:  Honors Mathematics II 

SPAN 319:  History of the Language 

 

Program revisions: 

BA in Biology 

BS in Biology 

Chemistry 3/2 Engineering 

BA in Chemistry 

BS in Chemistry:  American Chemical Society Certified 

Minor in Chemistry 

Edgar Fellows Program 

 

UCC also requested to read into the minutes a statement regarding changes Humanities I and II,   

At the request of the Executive Committee, I am making an announcement of a change the Humanities faculty is 

making for Humanities I and II. This is not a proposal to be voted on, but it comes to Senate because, like INTD 

105, the records for the Humanities courses are kept in the Senate minutes. 

 

The change is in the assignments given by each instructor. The current requirements are two midterms (primarily 

essay), one final exam, and two out-of-class essays. The change allows for one of the two out-of-class essays to be 

an active-learning experience if the individual instructor so wishes. The goal of the change is to give some teaching 

flexibility to instructors who want it. 

 

Undergraduate Academic Policies, Core and Review – Leigh O’Brien 

Second reading  

Satisfactory Progress proposal  

 

Redefine academic probation as student whose GPA falls below 2.0 

 

Showers: Because this proposal has been debated in different forms at prior Senate meetings, the Committee would 

like to treat this as the second reading. Under the Bylaws of the Faculty, under Submission of business to the Senate, 

section 10, proposals can be published in the Bulletin at least seven days before the meeting to replace a first 

reading.  

 

The Chair rules that because of the circumstances of prior discussion, although it did not address the specific form of 

the current motion, and the publication in CBS #8, this will be considered the second reading of the motion.  

 

Motion: D. McPherson (Biology) Moves to overrule the decision of the chair. We need two full readings of anything 

to come forward. Motion was seconded. Discussion 

 

McClain (Physics) I do not think previous discussions should prejudice decision about this.  

 

M. Stolee (History) Spoke in favor of motion.  

 

K. McKeever- Spoke against motion 

 

D. McPherson- Opposed to waiving first reading. 

 

P. Rault (Mathematics) Asking for clarification.  
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Showers: Motion to approve this as a second reading and sustain the Chair’s decision.  

 

Call for a secret Ballot.  

 

To overrule the chair you must put no.  

 

Vote on the motion to overrule the Chair. The motion is defeated. 

 

S. Derne (Sociology) Was there anything in policy regarding 2.0 and first year students? If student has an overall 

GPA of 2.0 will they be on academic probation? 

 

K. McKeever- nothing has changed. 

 

 Discussion of proposal 

 

P. Rault - Clarification statement  

 

S. Derne- Clarification statement 

 

G. Marcus (Physics) Clarification statement 

 

J. Over (Geological Sciences) Can student who has passed every class be dismissed? 

 

K. McKeever- If cumulative GPA below 2.0 for 2 consecutive semesters, yes. 

 

P. Rault- Clarification 

 

G. Marcus-Clarification 

 

J. Over- speaking against proposal. 

 

Vote on the motion to approve the policy change. The motion carries. 

 

Graduate Academic Affairs – Doug MacKenzie 

Second Reading 

New Program 

• Combined Degree Program (BA/MAT) in Adolescence Social Studies 

 

New Courses 

• INTD 530: Teaching of Economics 

• INTD 531: Teaching of Geography and Global Studies 

• INTD 532: Teaching of American History and Politics 

• CURR 503: Strategies for Social Studies Education 

• EDUC 505: Social Studies Learning Lab 

 

Student Affairs – Jeff Over 

FAC and SAC met last week. Page of ideas posted in Senate Bulletin 

 

Faculty Affairs – James McLean 

1) Last meeting. Template for calendars posted on the website. 

2) Faculty affairs sponsored survey 

3) Resolution on administering SOFI’s in Bulletin. Only requires one reading.  

 

RESOLUTION ON ADMINISTERING THE SOFI’S 
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• Whereas: Geneseo has a long standing guiding principle to minimize the influence of final grades on 

Student Opinion of Faculty Instruction (SOFI) data collection, and  

• Whereas: Recent difficulties in achieving an acceptable SOFI response rate have led to the extension of the 

data collection period through study day, to the evening before finals period, and  

• Whereas:  A major contributing factor to the low response rate is time pressure on students as the end of the 

semester approaches, and  

• Whereas: Considering that 10 to 12 weeks of instruction should provide an adequate basis for students to 

form their opinions of faculty instruction,  

  

• Be it therefore resolved: The Senate recommends that the SOFI period be scheduled such that the data 

collection ends roughly two weeks prior to the beginning of finals period. 

 

Motion carries.  

 

Old Business 

Leigh O’Brien 

 

New Business 

Election ends tomorrow.  Voting is still open.  

Dennis Showers- Thanks to those members who will not be serving next year. Duane, Brian, Tom. Thanks to chairs 

of standing committees.  

 

Adjournment 5:19 pm 

 

Respectfully Submitted 

 

Brian Morgan, Senate Secretary 

 

Report to the College Senate of the recommendations of the Faculty Personnel 

Committee for 2010-2011 
 

Membership of the Faculty Personnel Committee for 2010-2011: 

Anne Eisenberg 

Jennifer Katz 

Christopher Leary 

Donald Marozas 

Robert O’Donnell 

Jeff Over 

Daniel Strang  

 

Recommendations made for 2010-2011: 

     

Continuing Appointment:  The Faculty Personnel Committee made seven recommendations for continuing 

appointment.  The Committee recommended positively for five cases and recommended negatively for  two cases.  

 

Promotion to Associate Professor:  The Faculty Personnel Committee made eleven recommendations for promotion 

to associate professor.  The Committee recommended positively for eight cases and recommended negatively for 

three cases.  

 

Promotion to Full Professor:  The Faculty Personnel Committee made six recommendations for promotion to full 

professor.  The Committee recommended positively for five cases and recommended negatively for one case.  

 

Promotion to Librarian:  The Faculty Personnel Committee made one recommendation for promotion to librarian.  

The Committee recommended positively for the one case.  
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Respectfully submitted on behalf of the Faculty Personnel Committee, 

 

Daniel R. Strang 

Chair, Faculty Personnel Committee 2010-2011 
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